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ImTOO DVD to iPhone Converter is a powerful DVD to iPhone converter software specially
designed for iPhone users to rip and convert DVD to iPhone MPEG-4, MP4 video, convert
DVD to iPhone audio MP3, WAV and M4A, and put DVD on iPhone with super high
conversion speed!

ImTOO DVD to iPhone Converter can rip and convert various DVDs to iPhone video
MP4 (wide screen), MPEG-4, extract audio from DVD movies to iPhone music MP3,
WAV and M4A, and put DVD on iPhone/iPhone 3G with great quality and super high
conversion speed!
This DVD to iPhone converter helps you rip DVD's any titles or chapters, select target
subtitle and audio, adjust bit rate, customize file size, and split file.
With ImTOO DVD to iPhone Converter, you can convert DVD to iPhone compatible
MPEG-4 format which is also suitable for other Apple devices like iPod and Apple TV.
Download ImTOO DVD to iPhone Converter for free and enjoy your favorite DVD
movies on your iPhone.

Main Functions

Convert DVD to iPhoneDVD to iPhone MP4 video converter
Rip and convert any DVD movies to iPhone video MPEG-4, MP4 and iPhone MPEG-4 wide
screen.

DVD to iPhone converterDVD to iPhone music converter
A DVD audio ripper to extract audio from DVD movie to iPhone 3G and rip DVD to iPhone
music MP3, WAV, M4A.

Convert DVD to iPhoneHigh speed with multi-core CPU support
The DVD to iPhone converter will accelerate the DVD ripping speed with support for dual-core
or multi-core CPU.

DVD to iPhone converterBatch conversion
Save time by converting two or more files, rather than only one file for one conversion.

Key Features

ImTOO DVD to iPhone Converter fully supports converting DVD to iPhone and and
converting DVD to iPhone 3G.

DVD disc info like director, studio, and year will be auto retrieved from Internet once
inserting disc.
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Split the whole DVD file or any title/chapter into several single iPhone files by the split
time and split length.

Allow you to rip DVD's any title of chapter with the desired subtitle or audio, or rip a
certain range of one file.

Provide detailed parameters for you to adjust like bit rate, sample rate, frame rate,
quality, codec, channel.

Customize the output file size using Bitrate Calculator with the video bit rate calculated
instantly.

Add diverse formats or profiles as output for one original or clone DVD title to rip these
files at a time.

Eliminate the need of waiting by your computer with after-done actions (shutdown,
exit, standby, hibernate) applied.

Support running the software in the background during conversion, sound
normalization, and Deinterlace.

Capture desired movie images from DVD movies when previewing and save them as
JPG, GIF, PNG, BMP.

system  requirements 

OS :                          Microsoft® Windows XP (SP2 or later), Windows Vista, Windows 7
Ready
Processor :             1GHz Intel/AMD processor or above
RAM :                        256MB RAM (512MB or above recommended)
Free Hard Disk :     30MB space for installation
Graphic Card :        Super VGA (800×600) resolution, 16-bit graphics card or higher
Others :                    DVD-ROM drive
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